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Editorial.
Not too much to report this month, and the recent weather certainly hasn’t been tempting any sane Lotus
owner out onto the roads!
The weather has been so bad in fact that the film night unfortunately had to be postponed, but as it
transpired this was a very sensible decision since the weather was awful that night. See the panel below for
an update on this.
You will have hopefully seen Jon & Michelle’s email regarding the Festival of Steam & Transport at Chatham
on 1st & 2nd April, the first proper motoring event of the year, but if not, please get in touch.
That will be closely followed on April 11th by the AGM, combined with the April clubnight. Do please try to get
along to that, it would be good to see as many Members as possible.
Finally, and as ever, my thanks to this month’s contributors, Chris and Vaughn.

Film Night.
As noted above, the NKLG film night at the Stanhope Arms in Brasted has been re-scheduled to Wednesday
28th March. Timing will be as before, first film at 8.00pm, break for buffet and drinks at 9.00pm and second
film at 9.30pm. Will anyone who hasn't already notified Roger R please let him know asap if you can or can't
make the new date. If you couldn't make the original date but can make the new date, please let Roger know
also. If you have already paid and can't make the new date, he will of course refund your money.

Visit to Howard Emes.
On a Friday at the end of January, I had to visit North Norfolk, and stayed overnight to return on Saturday.
My stay was not very far from where Howard E now lives and I arranged to see him at his new house and to
go out for a light lunch with him.
I can report that Howard was most welcoming and has a very nice house in a lovely location and I was given
an interesting “Escape to the Country” tour of the house and cars. Regrettably it rained as I was leaving and I
did not take a photograph of the first NKLG Lotus in the drive.
Howard repeated his previous offer that any NKLG friend, who is in the area, would be most welcome to call
in and see him.
Perhaps we could organise a Club event in the area, so that more members could visit (Not coffee in the
courtyard, but tea on the lawn perhaps?).
Howard sends his best wishes to you all.
Chris C

The London Classic Car Show 2018
A number of interesting exhibits were on display at the above show including several that NKLG members
may have a passing interest in :-

Lotus 95T ( Nigel Mansell )
The Lotus 95T was designed by Frenchman Gerard Ducarouge and was powered by a 1492 cc Renault Gordini EF4 V6
Turbo engine.
These cars were driven by both Elio de Angelis and Nigel Mansell who were consistently competitive in a season
otherwise dominated by the McLaren cars. De Angelis finished in the top five on eleven occasions, including four podium
finishes; he also took pole position at the opening race in Brazil.
With 34 points, he was third in the Drivers' Championship.
At the 1984 F1 race in Dallas USA, on the very last lap, Nigel Mansell's car developed a gearbox problem and he lost all
power. He coasted around the lap, with his visor up and his seat-belts unstrapped whilst trying to hold on to his 6th place
until when on the start-finish straight, his car finally ground to a halt. Looking around, he took a few seconds to come to a
decision.
He got out of his car and started pushing it towards the finish line but collapsed on the track before he could cross it,
partly due to exhaustion and partly because of the lethal Dallas heat at the time. He was however classified sixth and he
managed to salvage a single point for his effort.
This was the Lotus model that Mansell crashed at the rain-hit Monaco GP whilst in the lead (which prompted team boss
Peter Warr, with whom Mansell had a difficult relationship, to famously declare, "He'll never win a Grand Prix as long as I
have a hole in my ****"
The 95T was seen by many in Formula One as being as good as the dominant McLaren MP4/2, its biggest problems
being the tyres and reliability of the gearbox. The Renault engine, which despite being powerful was not as fuel-efficient
as the Tag – Porsche engine in the McLaren. Nonetheless, the car had helped to re-establish Lotus as consistent frontrunners, and would be succeeded for 1985 by a further development, the Lotus 97T.

Lotus 101 (Chassis No. 3)
Lotus hired aerodynamicist Frank Dernie to work alongside Chief Designer Mike Coughlan to produce the Lotus 101 with
a normally aspirated 3.5 litre Judd engine for 1989 season. The Judd engine was used following the withdrawal of
Honda’s engines and transfer to the dominant McLaren cars driven by Prost and Senna.
First driven by Nelson Piquet in 1989 in the first race of that year and subsequently by the Japanese driver Satoru
th
Nakajima who achieved a career best result of 4 in the Australian GP.
Those who attended the show were treated to an ear shattering demonstration run along the parade strip, possibly only
in first gear, followed by a spin turn at the end (lack of lock prevented any other method). Being an in-door demonstration
run the noise was incredible and made modern F1 car noise just tame! A real fingers in your ear job.

1965 Lotus Elan- Ian Walker Coupe
Ian Walker had a close relationship with Chapman and built this special aluminium coupe for racing. The body was built
by legendary artisans Williams and Pritchard and the red leather interior by Harold Radford.
The finished car was taken to the Lotus factory and was so well received there was talk of building more, however it
remains a unique Elan.

A Restoration Project For You ?
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